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The visa system has been going through a period of rapid change. The number of
applications has grown dramatically in recent years and t h is expected to continue.' T h e
sisIUficance of entry clearance in the immigration process has increased since devolution of the
power to grant leave to enter in 2000.8 Posts also face technologcal challenges such as the
.~
wid1 these has required rapid organisational
introduction of biorne~icdata c o l l e ~ t i o nDealing
change including streamlining the application process.10
While the efficient and accurate issue of shoa-term and work visas is vital to the
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trans-global family networks, the expectation of UK-based residents that they may be joined by
their families and the evolving relatio;ship berween the UK q d nations who have historically
been sources of priinary nzigation, notably its former colonies.
Refusal rates on the Indan sub-continent for settlement are considerably lower than in
the past. However, they are not negligible at around 20%, a figure similar to that for Africa."
This reflects a hgher general refusal rate for those regions. T h s may be attributable to the
greater poverty of these regions which means there is more incentive to miagate and more
applicants fail on financial grounds. Nonetheless, the qual~tyof decision-making has remained
subject to critical scrutiny" and I observed some disparity berween the good practice exercised
in the majority of cases and the outcdme in some applications. While these latter are a small
to a continuing poor public
minority, they contribute to a high success rate at appeal1"d
image of the entry clearance service in some quarters. Appeals also represent a considerable
public expense and the National Audit Office has reconmended that efforts be made to reduce
their number.l5
T h s article draws upon my visit to reflect on the entry clearance process as it relates to
sertlement and, jn particular, mazriage applications. While an article of t h s type is, ofnecessity,
impressionistic, many of my observations have been made elsewhere as I note during the
article. A critique of this nature inevitably focuses on the s m d nurnbe; of defective decisions
rather than the majority o f well-made ones. It is therefore worth emphasising from the outset
that I observed many exan~plesof good decision-malung, of careful consideration given to the
cultural context as well as individual circumstances and of hscretion exercised, humanely and
pragmatically, in applicants' favour.
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UKvisas Annual Report 2005 p. 14
National Audit Ofice ('NAO'), Vka Entry to the Utrited Kingdoni: T h r Entr)! Clearance Operation, HC 367 (2004), p.2
F Lindslcy, Repurt by tlie L~dcyendeniMonitor(ltwr~iigratlonand A s p l ~ ~ nAci
r 1999) (2005)
NAOsupranSppl>l9
See NAO supra n 8, p 31
See H W n y 'Hidden Purpose: UIC. Ethnic Minoriry International Mamages and the Ilrnnigration Rules' in P Shah ed.
n/Iigrotion, Dlnsporns A n d Lpgal S)arenls Iiz E~rropr(Cavendish Puiblishing 2006) p 166.
Scc, for =ample, I Macdonald and F ~ ' e b b e IlIactlonald's
r
Immigration Lnw artd Pmctia (London: Butterworch, 2001)
pp. 430-431: R McKee 'Pri~mryPurpose by the Back Door? A Critical Look ar Intention to Live Togerher'
Imrnir~mtiorrsnd Norionaliti, Li11,alid Prarrxc 13/1 11999) nD 3-5: letter dated 7th lulv 2005 from Dexter. M o n m q e and
Partners, ILPA members' inahng J ~ d y2005. In general temx, the N A O has expressed concern at the degree of
variation between posrr and has su~gestedthat this should be analysed furrher (NAO n 3 supra, p 10). It also rccommended a more explicit considcncion ofqudiry issues (p 22) while recogmslng rhnr dus is a conlplex and imprecise art
For example, at Post A in 7005, ahnost 61% of appeal s (1516 out of 2491) were allowed although these figures do not
differentiarc Letween srttlel~~erlt
and non-setdement applications. Globally, 46.9% (20,825 out of 44,375) of appeals
were allowed in 2004 (Home Office, Cor~/roloj Slatisrics Uniled Kitgdonr ,?DO4 Cm 6690 p 83). In a significant
proportion of dowed appeal, new evidence is subnutted (around 34% according to NAO n. 8 supn p 27) or the sponsor's support lends crcdibilly (around 23%).However, whilc ECOs nre nor dlrectly rcsponsil-rlefor these, they do raist
questions, considered in t11ls ai-cicle,about aspects of thr procrss.
The total cost of hearing an appeal is esrirllared to be A2500 prr cast (NAO n 8 supm p 78). It is not clear ~reciscly
whose costs are included in this esumare.
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2. The entry clearance officer as legal decision-maker
The role of the entry clearance officer ('ECO') is pivotal. Only the E C O can decide to issue or
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FCO staff and 1 week for Home Office sta$ although it is found to be of value.'"here
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they learnt, at least in part, by observing,more experienced peers. It is natural. and even
inevitable that some learning wlll take place in this way but it helps explain how, as discussed
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rhe integrity of control."

defensible in rems of legal principle.
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NAO n S supra p 23
clealancc work as 'demanding' (NAO n 8 supra, p 21).
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In a very few -cases,I observed ECOs demonstrating basic misconceptions even as to tlie
requirements of the rules.20ECOs told me thar rhey were not really aware of case law developments. Some commented that they did not have the eqertise to absorb legal arguments brectly
from determinations. There does not seem to be a systematic way of ensuring that new case law
is drawn to ECO's attention in an appropriate way. The Diplomatic Service Procedures
('DSPs7) are available o d n e A d these provide some guidance although they have been
criticised fox being incomplete or out-of-date." .
The Independent Monitor has suggested that ECOs should have conies of the TCWI
I L ~ ~ ~ U U U U
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~
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posts.= There is also scope for more comprehensive and accurate on-line guidance given the
ease with w h c h on-line materials may now be disseminated and updated. However, making
materials available does not ensure their use. ECOs are unlikely to make effxtive use of these
resources if they do not view themselves as legal decision-makers or feel too pressurised to
reflect upon their decision-malung." The issue is one of culture, training and self-perception.
ECOs are both physically and psycholo~cally&stant from those who scrutinise their decisions.

posts that I visited provided a speedy and efficient service.26
Applications on the sub-continent are now made through private agencies and I had

m

Their appointment has resulted in the elmination of queues to make an application and much
reduced travehng time for many applicants who may come to a VFS office, complete and
submit their application in little more than an hour.

d n g to care for them abroad (see pan 297 HC 395).

23

25

26

There is a wlde academic literature

arguing

that legal rules are ofren subordinated to other norms so it is unlikely that

spending a period at, among o h m , Post C in an advisory capacity.
For esample, at, Post A, in 2005, over 150 000 applications were m d e . At the time char I visited there wcrt 3 Enrry
Clearance Managers (due to be increxrd to 4). 1 3 ECOs, due to be 14 and 50 local staff.Temporary s d x r recruited
t o deal with seasonal increases.
The queue for working holiday maker interviews howevcr is unacceptably long at the posts 1 visited and was more than
a y e n ac one of them.
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locally or the following day ifit has to be sent to more remote ofices.
Waiting times for settlement interviews vary between posts but arc now vastly shorter
than in the past. For example, the wait for settlement interviews is about 1 month at Post A, 7
-.*-----.
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,
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3.1 Right from the start: advising the applicant

the actual po~ition.~'
Pre-application advice is therefore critical pamcnlarly now that pre-sifting does not take
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A point supponed by NAO n 8 supra p 31
NAO n 8 supm pp 32-33
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B, applicants are given a list of 'suggested documents'. It is right that these are described as
suggestions given the absence of prescription in the immigration rules while the relative brevity
of the list shows a desire not to overburden applicants. However, while the usual types of
evidence are suggested, it is not explained that other documents may sufice and the list also
; ~ r ! ? ! d p si t ~ n that
c
are n n t alwavs-needed and whicll cost monev to obtain such ar; a properry

;

.. . -

ublic service
expected this type of evidence.
At Post C, the list that I was shown during my visit was much longer and arguably went
beyond asking for evidence on the balance of probabilities. Applicants were also told that failure
to provide all the docummts requested would lead to the return of the application even thou&
ECOs were aware that not all these documents are required and issued visas when some of
them were absent. I am advised chat t l particular
~
notice is no longer in use. It had been
devised to encourage applicants who might .not be interviewed to submit f
U
ldocumentation
with their application. However, it placed addidonal potentially unlawful hurdles in applicants'
path and may have encouraged the submission offorged documentation. While I have not seen
the new notice, the willingness to revise defective advice suggests a reflecuve approach.34It is
certainly difficult to get the balance right between being too prescriptive and too imprecise. A
possible way forward would be to explain that there is no prescribed form of evidence and no
panicular document is essential but that certain documents are conlrnonly put forward to meet
particular requirements (with a warning as to the consequencesof forgery).
These suggestions should not be more demanding than is required by the legal standard

3.2 Deciding to interview
A rapid service places considerable pressure on ECOs who have to make literally hundreh of

they found the job stressfd.
Many more decisions are now taken on papers alone with only a minoriry of applicants
called for interview.'' UKvisas believe that paper-based decision-making is often more
objective than interviews but it is likely also to represent a practical response to ever increasing
34
35

36
37

38

I am also advised that ihe post is carrying our road shows and other activities to ensure applicants are bcrrer informed.
See n 66 below on race discrimination. It is arguable that, in the absence of a S19D authorisadon, a demand for
documentary proof that is hlgher in soinr countries than In others is unlawful despite the absence of a discriminatory
motive. See also NAO n 8 supra p 32 on the need for consistency.
Lindslcy n 8 supra p 5 1.
This is well in excess of the expectanon of UKvisas h a t ECOs should process up to 40 routine applications per day
(NAO n 8 supm p 7).
At Post B, for example, only around25% of applicants a r c interviewed.
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numbers. As interviews are no longer a routine procedure, deciding whether to -interview
becomes part of the decision-malung process and a qualiry issue. At Post C, interviews axe only
booked with [he approval of an ECM but my undentandng is that, at the other posts, the
decision is for the ECO's individual discretion.
Such a warning did not appear in the now withdrawn leaflet at Post C. The Independent
Monitor has drawn attention to the necessiry for care in ensuring that applicants are aware of
! .- .'.- -- . I;-.- I r r ; - i - ~ - r r ? ~ k i ifn ~t h ~ vare to be refused without
. .-- ,
ECOs with whom 1 cl~scussedt h s s p o ~ u~
r
---L C ~ ~ ,requiring interview. 'Easy refusals' are those where, on the face of the documents, the applicant
has not met the requirements of the rules. This happens relatively rarely in settlement cases but
ru*r-r

ECOs explained other refusals without interview by saying that where an applicant goes
on to submit further evidence to demonstrate compliance with the rules, the visa may be issued '
or the applicant-called for interview." AU appeals are aIso reviewed. ECOs therefore do not
regard an outright refusal as excessively harsh. I was advised at Post C that ECOs formerly
corresponded with applicants advising them how to improve their applications but this was
abandoned as the process became protracted and he-consuming. It is understandable that i
ECOs are wary of creating another admmstrative burden and view this 'second chance' as a ,
reasonable cornprornise. However, its unoff~cialnature at least in non-appealable cases means . ;

consumin

with the rules and his or her profde makes hum a likely cedidate for that cype of visa. ECOs

ECO considers to be sufficient and reliable and a photo album showing a, traditional wedding
with many guests would be provided.
Two factors therefore largely determine -whether to call for interview. If some aspect of
the evidence is considered to be incomplete or ambiguous, then the ECO will use the interview to clarify this. However, if the applicant is not aware of the issues that are in question, they
may not prepare adequately for the interview. ECOs expressed reluc~anceto commit themselves in advance to areas of inquiry. However, I observed interviews where the parties had not
brought additional evidence with them as they did not appreciate it would be required.
Provided it is suitably qualified, an indicanon to applicants of the Likely areas to be covered in
the interview might render these more effective. Thii wouldhot be a prejuclgng of the issueJ'
but an indcation of areas of doubt and might xesult in shorter and fewer inconclusive interIn addition, it seems that applicants with an atypical profile are more likely to be called for
interview particularly in marriage applications. Some posts arc creating profdes of those
applicants who are more likely to be non-compliant but, in marriage cases, ECOs seemed to

;
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rely principally on anecdotal evidence and on their beliefi about what is normal for the region
than on objective data about non-compliance. For example, scafFcommented that they tend to
scrutinise more closely applications horn male spouses and fianc6s particularly when the UKbased wlfe is older and/or divorced. However, they did not seem to have any firm evidence
that these types of rnamage were more likely to be sham and such beliefi may be incorrect" or
an unintended resurrection of primary p~rpose.'~
Not all the ECOs with whom I discussed the
question understood the jlnporcance of distinguishing between motive and intention in applyin? 'intentinn tn live tripether'.
--

3 -3 The interview
Interviewing is resource intensive and d=cult. ECOs receive training but the quality of the
interviews that I: observed varied. While the ECO who assessed the application on papers notes
the reasons for interview on the file, interviews often go beyond these. ECOs are given a

cubicles through glass sc~eens*~,
creates a further barrier. Interviewing is tiring and stressful and
42

See R Bdard, 'Ristc' and 'Risteduri': the signFcane

4 mambge

in the dynnmiu
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tmns~tiorutl kinshhip networks

(www.arc.man.ac.uk/CASA)
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Very few EC0sopemting now would Hve been present during rhrr cra of primary purpose. Howevm, the belief that
an applicant should havc the 'right' motive for entering a marriage does seem to have survived the rule's abolidon in a
frw case*. Thls may berause it is an undersrandabIe if le@y irrelevant background belief or bccause the type of
questioning and reasoning =sociared with primary purpose form pan ot the inhenred pracuce that havc Lcen p s o d
down gcneradons of ECOs.
This does occur at least occasionally. I observed one mstance where the interviewing ECO did not understand why a
husband had been called for interview a the application was complete in all respcm. In the end, he decided to ask a
few questions to avoid the applicant believing his time had bcrn wxtrd.
Howcver, the pncuce of transcribing questions and answers rathrr &an making notcs is an obviou bencfit and is in
accordance w ~ r hUKvisas' But Practice Guide (Lhdslcy n 9 supn p 19). The I n d e ~ b d e n M
t O N ~has
O ~rccommrnded
that ECOs should receive uartung in couch-typing (p 59).
Screens are for security. However, at post B, settlelncnt intei-vicws are canried our in s d interview room, security
chcch having been camed out beforehand. Obviously, this requires suitable ,rooms to be available but it did perhaps
promote a less advenarial style of internew.
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ECOs may have to conducr up to S settlenlent interviews per day (although some df these may
be quite short). Nonetheless, in rhe interviews I observed, some ECQs made insufficient efforts
to be couaeous. There was sometimes no greeting or introduction, eye contact was not made
and the tone was brusque. As questioils were put through the interpreter, there was, in some
cases, no direct interaction at all between the applicant and the decision-maker.
While these f d n g s may not have a direct impact on the quality of decision-maiung (some
of these ECOs appeared to be good decision-maken), they will have a more general adverse
effect. An applicant who is justifiably refused after such an interview is less likely to accept that
hp kqd fiir h ~ x r i n sand it m'vts an unfortunate impression of the UK's attitude towards

considered
demeanour
comlentec
econonlic i
In anr
daughter. 'I
unenlighter
ful ligl~ton
intentions b
'

Interviews I observed in which the purpose was principally to elicit factual information

,

sMty and evasive. The ECO was about to refuse the applicant on a number of grounds includ-

important than their actual answers.
The problem of subjectivity was most apparent in interviews aimed at establishing the
existence of a relationship, particularly 'intention to Live together' in spouse/fianci applications.
The ECOs that I observed were not loobng for reasons to refuse on intention; quite the

'

is uncertain.

-'

!

interview w
concerned c

sometimes arbitrary.
cation and n

ro issue a vis

Ho\vt.vcr, JS rile rule exists and the burden ofproof i z nn the npp!icznt. ECOs h w e no option
but to assess intention as best they can.

:

siblings were in the UIC. Her answers were sometimes confused and inconsistent. The ECO
49

In fact, 'sut
continues r

50
51

See also n
See H Wn
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,, _ , , , . . ... . ..
intentions but, on balance, decided to issue.
I also observed one refusal on intention. Suspicion was aroused because the sponsor
husband was 27 years older than l i s wife and divorced. The applicant had been previously
refused on intention. Prior to the interview, the ECO correctly commented that refusals in this
I

I I

to. However, thngs went wrong during the interview. The explanation for the divorce was
sponsor's work history.
The successful applications were not substantially different to many typical refusals while
there were ground for believing the refused applicant. Whether ECOs correctly identified

that is associated with previous attitudes on the Indian sub-connnent and seeins to have been

to issue a visa.
Refusals on 'intention to live together' liave been controversial since the abolition of
pllmary p~rpose.5U
While the immigration statistics do not permit direct comparison, it is likely
that such refusals are relatively uncommon outside the sub-continent and very rare in
developed cou~lt~ics~'
and tl~crcis an nrpmenr for a widcr review ofthc d e , its Furpose and
application. ECOs were sceptical about the effectiveness of the checks camed out when an
applicant applies for indefinite leave to remain and they thus felt obliged, despite the &ff~culties,
to assess incelltion with some rigour. However, i t is questionable whether, in the absence of
v

49

50
51

In fact, 'subsiiting' has rccrntly been found by chc Tnbunal to add nothing ro 'inrenuon' beyond ensuring the mamage
continues to exist in law (BK and nrhcrs (T~rrkq~)
2005 UKAIT 00174).
See also n 13 supra.
See H Wny n 12 supra pp 166-167 for a discussion of &.
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before cohabitation has be-,.

3 - 4 Refusal notices
The refusal notice is critical as it wlll form the basis of an appeal. Given the large number of
applications and thus refusals, i t only requires a small proportion ofthese to be fadry to generate

.

refusals and these are no longer in use.52 Posts do use standardised wording which are then
adapted to individual cases. While time may be usefully saved through standard paragraphs
setting out the grounds for refusal, reasons need to be carefully formulated. Posts use :

Defects reflect the concerns that are discussed elsewhere in this article. Most commonly,
there was an excessive focus on the quality of par6cula1 pieces of evidence rather than on the
application as a whole, a doubtful application of the standard of proof, reliance upon i
dscrepancies or asubjective judgement as to the probab&ry of a claimed relationship. Examples - !
of poor reasons for refusal include wage slips that 'ldok new', filure to provide business
accounts of an employer and wage slips from a temp asency that showed a Werent amount :
each week.53One reason given for refusal was that the applicant (kom a small rural village) had

strong bond of afFection between you.' Several were cold that the ECO was aware that the
marriage 'would not be regarded as a suitable match' on the sub-continent. Some of these
defects are alluded to in the DSPs suggesting that these may not have been fully integrated into

concerns a

60

The 11
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the burden upon him or hex. The task is complicated. ECOs have to apply a standard ofproof,
the balance ofprobabilities, that adrmts of considerable ambivalence, they are aware that forged
documents may be submitted and they have to evaluate the evidence before them in the
context of a culture of whch they are not usually a participating member."

Some ECOs did not appear to understand the imphcanons tor d e a s l o n - m a g ox tne stanaaru
being on the balance ofprobabilides. One ECO whom I asked could not explain the meaning
of the phrase. One ECO told me that she needed to see 'real hard evidence' before issuing.
m i l e ECOs are undoubtedly taught about -the standard of proofduring initial training, it may
be an area in whlch subsequent reinforcement in a practical context is needed.
As administrators working under pressure, ECOs are understandably happier ifsupportink evidence comes in a form that is unambiguous and easily understood. The Immigration
Rules do not spec16 a particular type of evidence and any evidence put forward by the
applicant should be considered on its own merits. Some ECOs expressed a strong preference
for certain types of evidence that they regarded as more reliable although others recognised that
almost any type of document may be hlsfied and that creating a hgher bar may only encourage

evidence, being either excessively sceptical or focusing upon the failure to provide evidence in
a particular form rather than on the strength or weakness of the application a a whole. In some
cases, this was due to lack of experience or understanding. In others, it was connected to
concerns about forged documentation.

Forged documents and other forms of fiaud are, a source of widespread concern.59It is right to
make their detection a priority not only to prevent unmerited issues but t o discourage the
criminal exploitation of applicants,, There is howeyer a need to debate the role that the
detection of kaud should play in the overall decision-malung process.60

57

58
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59
60

A si@~cant proportion ofECOs (around 30 to 40% at Posts A and B) u e of South Asian bentage, usually from thc
counuy in which thc post wxs locared. While this may contribure to understanding local culture, differences of region,
class, religion, caste or gender should not be overlooked. Those who are second or thrd generadon UX residents may
nor necssarily have a decp hmiliarity with thc local socicy.
The question of thud party support was the subject of confision. ECOs ~ n i f o d ~ u n d e n t o othat
d third pvty support
war; acccplable only as a temporary measure. This reflects the IDIs but is of doubtful legal validity (see I Macdonald and
F.Webbcr n/l~~cdrrcdonold's
I~nnrhrofiortLLV
and Practice (Buttrrworths 2005) pp 611-612). Ironically,some ECOs expressed
dissatisfacdon with the 'rulc', believing d ~ aitt failed to take account of the nature of Asian family ties.
Lindsley n 9 supm pp 43-45
The Independent Monitor srates, in relation to non-settlement vinx, that o h e r countries do nor dways enquire into
the genuineness of documents and suggests comparing practices in other C O U ~ (Lindslcy
~ ~ S
n 9 supra pp 4 H 7 ) .
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A preliminq point is to understand why applicants submit forgeries. In some cases, the

-Monitor,has recommended research into the causes of the use of forgeries."
When an ECO suspects fiaud, he or she may try to establish whether or not the document . .

reasonable, the last is not.
among immigration lawyers: that payslips appear new and are of a commonly available type,
thar a job offer or tenancy agreement could have been produced on any word processor or that
phone cards do not show actual contact. These refusals may be accompanied by details of the

ment of rent or a property inspection report. Discussions with ECOs.revealed that the motive

.
.

towards a E

11

considered t
One reason
difference c*

of RAUs m;

suggest that ECOs may not always do that, in. effect requiring the applicant to produce

ment to haw

they do not represent genuine employment.
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On t h s analysis, ECOs should either provide evidence of forgery or accept the document. With regard .to providing evidence of forgery, all the posts I visited have 'Risk
Assessment Units' ( ' M U ' ) that undertake investigations and report back to the EGO. They
also draw up risk profiles that can assist in targeting particular types of applicant for adhtional
scrutiny, a necessity gven the vast increase in numbers of application^.^ The work ofthe RAUs
is set to expand. The intention is that by 2007/8, 75% of visa applications will be processed by
posts with RAUs or visa assessment teams.67
Where documents are found to be forged, the R A U prepares a Document Verification
I k L y U I L L A ~ I d U l i I AV ~V l L d L
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believed to be 'beyond reasonable doubt', t h s will result in refusal under para 320 (21) of the
immigration rules. Where it is considered that the evidence of fraud is on the balance of
probabilities, it wjll be weighed in the balance with the other evidence and may contribute
towards arefusal. T h is reasonable provided the refusal is based on objective factors speclfic to
the application and is nor an accumulation of speculative observations.
There is scope to expand the work of the RAUs. m e r e job offers or payslips are
considered unconvincing, for example, a phone call to rhe employer is relatively easy to make.
One reason I was gven for restaurant job offers being infrequently checked is that the nme
diflerence combined with restaurant opening hours means that calls would have to be made in
the middle of h e night. It is reasonable however to ask staff co work occasional unsociable
hours so that these checks can be made. Other types of document, such as bank statements,
involve more complex invesdgations but RAUs are building up experrise and a body ofknowledge that will make future detection easier.
Immigration judges have commented to me that they find specific evidence of forgery
valuable while an applicant who sees a clear and objective basis for refusal is less likely to bring
an appeal. As well as leading co more objective and transparent decision-malung, the activities
of RAUs may thus result in fewer faded appeals.
The RAUs are not a complete solution. Some documents, such 5.s tenancy agreements,
may not be capable of verification. ECOs sometimes take a pragmatic approach but t h s is not
always appropriate. If ~ M d r e nare coming for settlement, for example, ir is important to ensure
they will be satisfictorily accommodated. There perhaps needs to be a wider discussion
benveen posts about what evidence can reasonably be requested and when. In some car;es, a
request for further evidence such as a local authority or property inspection report is justdied
but consistent practice across posn would support a perception of fairness.
Given rhe number of applications, it is urhkely thar U U s wlll ever be able to check all
suspect documents, investigations may yield inconclusive results or s t a r n a y believe the document to have been fiaudulendy verified. It is easy to see why ECOs are reluctant to issue in
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Acknowledgrd by NAV (n 8 supra) p 2.3
FCO Public Service Apeement Targets 2005-8. Target 9. While thr development of these UNK dcrnonstrates a
colnmitnient to more objective and evidence-based decision-making, it i s not clear how they fit within the race
discrinlination hrnework. Encry clearance officers arc subject to the Race Relations Act 1976 under s 27(1A) o f
that Act. It is arpable that, in the absence of a s 19D aurhorisadon, subjecting applicants in ~arlicularcounnies to
ifit addcd scrutiny of a Risk Assessment Unit is unlawful under s l(aj Race Relations Act 1976 (as amended)
despite the absence of a discn~nillatorymotive (see the speech of Lady Hale in R f o n the applicarion ~EuropearrRonza
R i ~ h t sCer~rreG ars) v Irrr~lrgmriorrOJccr at Pra~rreAirport G anor [2004] m
L 55 starting at para 72). mvisas argue
that the function of RAUs IS to ~ a t h u rinformation which is khcn apphed to applicank irrespecuve of their
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manufactured including those whose use they often promote such as property inspection
reports. Even 'genuine' evidence may be misleading; it is not necessarily the case, for example,
that a sponsor will continue working in their job. Detecting all possible deceit would require
- ' . - - -..'
, ! .:,;: ::-ith
-.--,?!?PC
dPl?~,~I: wnuld very likely result in the
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The aim therefore must be not to eliminate kaud but to detect and prevent as much as
possible without breaching the legal standard of proof and without undermining the other
values of the service. According to UKvisas' mission statement, preventing the entry of those
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between nations.
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applications whch, on their face, meet the requirements of the d e s should be accepted unless

It could be supplemented by thorough investigation of a proponion of applications.69

4.3 .'Local knowledge'

ro the ECO that a particular method of sending money, although illegal, was used and the
ECO therefore accepted the applicant's evidence. Another local staff member explained that
the apparently simple wedding shown in the photos was in accordance with local custon~.
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need to be supported by objective evidence.
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This

tacitly acknowledged by the Naaonal Au&t OEicc's recommendation rhac UKvisas should consider whether
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visited, Post C relied on regional profdes drawn up withn the post and the quality of these was

an independent country report. These are positive developments and, despite the expense, the
outcome should be a clearer objective basis for decisions and thus more'sustainable refusals.
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O n a day to day basis, qu&ty control of decision-makmg is principally carried out by ECMs.
At Posts A and 8,all appealable refusals and at Post C, all settlement refusals are checked by an
ECM. I observed several serious discussions but volume makes detailed scrutiny Micult and
Given the variable quality of refusal notices, there is beqefit to ECM oversight of these as
rhe Best Practice Guide ernphasises in relation to non-settlement application^.^^ It is not possible
to know the extent to whch reviews focus upon the wording of the refusal notice at the
expense of the substantive decision but, given the low rate, of overturned decisions, that must
be a possibhty. I observed one settlement refusal at Post C where the ECO entered the refusal
on the computer and in the applicant's passport7' before tallung to the ECM. There was clearly
no expectation that the substantive decision would be changed. I have since been advised that
the procedure has now changed so that the ECM always sees the refusal before the passport Is

required for the ECM review could be more effectively deployed. One possibility, tentatively
pur forward here, would be to review only a sample of refusals (with perhaps a focus on
inexperienced stdfplus all ECOs by rotation) and, in addition, to focus on intervention earlier
in the process. At posts where ECMs worked in close proximity ro ECQs, I observed much
informal discussion ~ h c enabled
h
ECMs to guide ECOs towards a correct decision earlier in
the process. My impression was that t h s informal quality control might, in practice, be more
effective than the formal review both in terms of the quality of decision-making and of
developing the skJls ofECOs. It may be worth considering developing this approach further.
Appeals also play a role in quality control. An ECM reviews all appeals (and cases where

advised m e that they do not often overturn a decision without new evidence. The National
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the outcome of their particular decisions. Some local officers doubt the value of the exercise

6 . Conclusion
number of non-whte immigrants including the f a d y members ofUK residents. The result was
~ 5 a immigraadon
t
control became associated with a culture of suspicion and refusal that did lasting damage to relations between the service and immigrant or e t h c minority cornmur~ities.~~
;

instances, described in this arricle, I saw E C O s rely on modes of decision-malung that were

amongst certain groups.
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